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Company is fulfilled with creative carpet planks from Heckmondwike FB 
 
A Cambridgeshire-based national fulfilment company, James & James, has specified 
Array and Broadrib carpet from Heckmondwike FB’s Creative ranges to transform its 
reception area. 
 

Commercial & Operations Manager at James & James, Arman Baroyan, had seen photographs of 
Array planks installed in Heckmondwike FB’s own reception area and was impressed with its eye-

catching appearance.  He selected Array in lime to complement James & James’ corporate colours 

and Broadrib in Willow.  The carpet tiles were installed by UK Contract Flooring of Bingley, West 
Yorkshire. 

 
Arman Baroyan said: “I liked the arrangement of 

the Array carpet tiles that I saw on an image on 
Heckmondwike’s website – it looked really 

striking and was just the right kind of effect for 

our contemporary reception area.  We chose the 
lime colour as it complemented our logo.  We’re 

very pleased with the finished look of our 
reception area and have had some great 

comments from visitors!” 

 
Jim Hodges, Regional Sales Manager for 

Heckmondwike FB, said: “Array and Broadrib 
carpet tiles are a great choice for reception 

areas as they offer a designer feel, especially when chosen in tile planks.  Our planks were introduced 

earlier this year, but already they are making a huge impact in the office sector, creating inspirational 
interiors but with all the tough, hardwearing and practical benefits of fibre bonded carpet.” 

 
Heckmondwike FB’s heavy contract Array carpet tiles feature a mid-width rib design, with a charcoal 

background enhanced with a subtle linear pattern. This stylish design co-ordinates perfectly with the 
company’s Broadrib carpet tiles in a complementary solid shade to provide a stunning effect and 

endless creative design possibilities. 

 
Many of Heckmondwike FB’s ranges are now available in the contemporary new ‘planks’ carpet tiles. 

 
As part of Heckmondwike FB’s Creative Flooring range, Array and Night Sky provide the perfect 

opportunity for specifiers, designers and flooring contractors to create individual designs for a wide 

variety of commercial flooring applications. Being able to add this element of high design creates a 
fusion between the floor and furniture. 

 
Like all Heckmondwike’s products, Array carpet tiles can be cut on-site without the risk of fraying and 

this allows individual flooring designs to be created and installed with ease.  
 

Heckmondwike FB’s carpet tiles are British-made and provide outstanding performance, as well as 

being backed by a 10 year limited wear warranty, which means they can be specified in complete 
confidence.  

 
In common with the rest of Heckmondwike FB’s collection, these carpet tiles offer antistatic and anti-

slip performance, excellent acoustic properties to help reduce noise levels, as well as offering 

excellent thermal performance. 



 

 

Sample cards for Array and Broadrib are available on request by calling 01924 406161 or visiting the 

website www.heckmondwike-fb.co.uk/new 
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